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In this paper we find an algorithm which computes the Hilbert function of
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w xwhere each p is the homogeneous ideal in R s k x , . . . , x of a pointi 0 r
r r  .P g P s P k being an algebraically closed field of characteristic 0 ,i k
and the m 's are non-negative integers. We will denote a scheme of fati
 .points by Z s P , . . . , P ; m , . . . , m .1 s 1 s
w xIn 3 , a bound for the regularity of the linear systems of type J is givent
r  . when the points P g P are in linear generic position i.e., no three on ai
.line, no four on a plane, etc. . It turns out that the ``worst'' case for J ist
 w x.that in which the points P lie on a rational normal curve see also 8 ; ini
the case r s 2, the Hilbert function for any scheme of fat points on a conic
w xis completely determined in 2 , and in particular it depends only on
m , . . . , m and not on the choice of the points.1 s
This leads to the following conjecture:
r Conjecture. Let J : R be an ideal of fat points in P i.e., J is as in
 ..  .) , and let H RrJ, t denote the Hilbert function of RrJ. Then, if the
 .points P are in linear generic position, ; t g N we have that H RrJ, t Gi
 .  .H RrI, t , where I is an ideal of type ) , with the same multiplicities mi
as J and whose support is given by points on a rational normal curve
r  .C : P . Moreover the value H RrI, t does not depend on the choice ofr
the points on C .r
Notice that, in the case m s m s ??? s m s 2, the conjecture fol-1 2 s
w xlows from results in 4 .
 .In this paper we analyze the case r s 3, and we show via Theorem 2.2
 .that there is an algorithm which computes H RrI, t for ideals I as above
 .i.e., for fat points on a cubic curve C . The algorithm will depend only on
the data s, m , . . . , m , thus showing that the Hilbert function does not1 s
 .depend on the position of the distinct points on the curve.
 . It will also turn out that H RrI, t has its maximal value i.e., the fat
.points impose independent conditions on surfaces of degree t , if and only
 .if for every P with m ) 0 the linear system I : p has neither C nor anyi i i t
 .line P P as fixed locus Corollary 2.3 .i j
The paper is divided as follows: the first section is devoted to studying
 .the following question: Which numerical ``Bezout-like'' conditions imply
 .that a multiple of a curve a line P P or the curve C in our case is a fixedi j
locus for the linear system I ? In this section we also consider whether thet
numerical conditions that we find are necessary and we compute the
Hilbert function of all the multiples of C, i.e., of the ideals I n.C
In Section 2 we state the main result and describe it, while Section 3 is
dedicated to several lemmata which will be used in Section 4 to prove
Theorem 2.2.
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1. A ``BEZOUT-LIKE'' CONDITION FOR MULTIPLES OF
C AND OF LINES
 . w xFrom now on we assume that I is an ideal of type ) in k x , . . . , x ,0 3
i.e., that the points P are in P3. Let L be the line P P , and let n, t bei i j
natural numbers; Proposition 1.1 will give a Bezout-type condition that
forces the elements of the linear system I to contain the line L witht
 .multiplicity at least n it is actually just Bezout for n s 1 .
Assuming further that the P 's lie on a rational normal curve C,i
Proposition 1.3 gives an analogous condition that forces the elements of It
to contain the curve C with multiplicity at least n.
 .q  4Let x s max x, 0 . We have
m1 m s  .PROPOSITION 1.1. Let I s p l ??? l p be an ideal of type ) , and1 s
 .qL be the line P P . If I is the ideal of L, and n F m q m y t , theni j L i j
 n.I : I .t L t
Proof. The statement is obvious for n s 0 and n s 1, so let n ) 1. We
 .  .  .may assume P s 0 : 0 : 0 : 1 , P s 0 : 0 : 1 : 0 , hence I s x , x . Leti j L 0 1
 4f g I : by Bezout's theorem applied to the intersection of f s 0 with thet
 4  .plane x y ax s 0 , a g k, it is easy to prove that f x , ax , x , x g1 0 0 0 2 3
n n .  .  .x , ;a g k. Hence f x , x , x , x g x , x .0 0 1 2 3 0 1
DEFINITION 1.2. Let I be as above, and t, n g N. We will say that It
 .  .satisfies property P n if and only if ; l, 1 F l F n: 3t q 5 1 y l -
s  .q m y l q 1 .is1 i
m1 m s  .PROPOSITION 1.3. Let I s p l ??? l p be an ideal of type ) such1 s
that the P 's are distinct points on a rational cubic cur¨ e C and let t, n g N bei
 .such that I satisfies property P n . Then, if I is the ideal of C, we ha¨e thatt C
 n.I : I .t C t
Proof. Note that I n s I n., i.e., I n is saturated and represents the nthC C C
w xinfinitesimal neighborhood of C. In fact, by 6, Cor. 2.2 , we have:
 .COROLLARY Robbiano . Let I be the ideal associated to a complete
intersection of codimension F 2 inside the Segre embedding of P1 = P ry1 in
P2 ry1.
Then I n is primary for e¨ery n.
Since the ideal of a rational normal cubic C : P3 can be obtained by
intersecting the ideal of P1 = P2 ; P5, which is given by the maximal
minors of a matrix of type
x x x0 1 2 ,x x x /5 4 3
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 4  4 with the hyperplanes x s x , x s x , we get what we want see also1 5 2 4
w x.1, 6.9 .
Let X be the blow-up of P3 along C. Then we have Pic X ( Z [ Z,
and we can choose as generators the exceptional divisor E and the divisor
H, corresponding to the strict transform of a generic plane of P3.
Let S be a surface in the linear system I and let S9 ; X be its strictt
transform. Then Proposition 1.3 is equivalent to:
< <PROPOSITION 1.4. Let I, n, t be as in Proposition 1.3. Then S9 g tH y pE
for some p G n.
 .  w x.  .It is well known that E ( P N e.g., see 5 ; hence, since N ( O 5C C C
 .[ O 5 , we have thatC
E ( P N ( P O 5 [ O 5 ( P O [ O .  .  .  . .C C C C C
 .1 1is isomorphic to a quadric surface P O [ O .P P
Let p : X ª P3 be the canonical projection; then one of the two rulings
y1 .of E is given by the lines L s p P , P g C, and the other is given byP
  . .the zero-loci C9 of sections of N p C9 s C .C
 .Let us use the notation a, b for the divisor class of aL q bC9; thenP
 . <  .we have that E ? H, as divisor on E, is E ? H s 3, 0 .E
2 3 Of course H ? H s H is the strict transform of a generic line of P not
. 2touching C , so H ? E s 0.
2 2 2 <In order to determine the E , consider E ? H. Since E s E , we haveE
2  .  . < 2 2  .E ? H s E ? E ? H s E ? H ? E . Let E s a, b . Since we have alsoE
2 < <  2 4E ? H s E ? E , and H ( the blow-up of P at three points , whereH H
< 2E is the exceptional divisor of such a blow-up, we get that E ? H sH
 < < .  . < 2  .  .E ? E s y3. Hence E ? H ? E s 3, 0 ? a, b s 3b implies b sH H E
y1.
3 2 < < <In order to determine a, consider instead: E s E s E ? E sE E E
 <  .  .  . .y2 a since E s a, y1 and a, y1 ? a, y1 s y2 a .E
 .3 3 2 2 3On the other hand, 3H y E s 27H y 27H ? E q 9H ? E y E , and
2 3 2  .3so, since H ? E s 0, H s 1, and H ? E s y3, we have 3H y E s
yE3.
 .3It is not hard to compute 3H y E : this is the number of intersections
of the strict transforms SX , SX , SX of three generic cubic surfaces S , S , S1 2 3 1 2 3
containing C in P3.
X < < 3Consider S g 3H y E . The cubic surface S in P is isomorphic to the1 1
blow-up of P2 in six generic points P , . . . , P , so Pic S ( Z7, and we can1 6 1
 .write t; m , . . . , m for the divisor class in S of the strict transform of a1 6 1
curve of degree t in P2 which has multiplicity m in P , i s 1, . . . , 6; e.g.,i i
 .we have that a plane section of S is in 3; 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1 .1
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 .With this notation, we can assume C g 1; 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 , and we have
 .S ? S g 9; 3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3 on S , with S ? S s C j C9 and C9 g2 1 1 2 1
 .  .8; 3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3 C9 is a sextic curve of genus 3 . So the number we want is
S ? C9 y C ? C9 s 18 y 8 s 10.3
Hence E3 s y10 and a s 5.
 .Now we want to prove Proposition 1.4. Let Z s P , . . . , P ; m , . . . , m1 s 1 s
 . 3be the scheme defined by I hence all P g C , and S ; P be a surface ofi
degree t which contains Z. Note that for n s 1 the statement is trivial by
Bezout's theorem.
< <  .If S9 g tH y pE is the strict transform of S in X, then on E
S9 ? E s tH y pE ? E s 3t , 0 y p 5, y1 s 3t y 5p , p . .  .  .  .
y1 . y1Let L s p P ; then p S s S9 q pE has to contain the divisors m Li i i i
 .  .  .qg m , 0 i s 1, . . . , s of E, hence S9 has to contain m y p L , i.e., ati i i
 s  .q . s least a divisor  m y p , 0 on E. This implies 3t y 5p G  mis1 i is1 i
q.  .y p . But I satisfies property P n , so p G n.t
 n.It can be of some interest to give an actual computation of dim I :C t
w xPROPOSITION 1.5. Let I : k x , . . . , x be the ideal of a rational normalC 0 3
cur¨ e C : P3. Then we ha¨e:
 n.dim I s 0, for t F 2n y 1, andC t
n t q 3 n q 1 2 .  .  . .  .dim I s y 3t q 6 q 5 1 q ??? qn , for t G 2n y 1;C t 3 2
1 3moreo¨er in this case, if I is the ideal sheaf associated to I , we ha¨e H P ,C C
n ..I t s 0.C
Proof. The case t F 2n y 1 is obvious since I n is generated in degreeC
2n, so consider t G 2n. Let q s 0 be the equation of a smooth quadric Q
containing C; then multiplication by q defines an injection 0 ª I ny1 ª I n,C C
from which, passing to sheaves, we get
0 ª I ny1 y2 ª I n ª O ynC ª 0. .  .C C Q
 .  .3Since C is of type 2, 1 as a divisor on Q, twisting by O t we getP
0 ª I ny1 t y 2 ª I n t ª O t y 2n , t y n ª 0, .  .  .C C Q
which, passing to cohomology, yields
0 3 ny1  . 0 3 n  . 0  .0 ª H P , I t y 2 ª H P , I t ª H Q, O t y 2n , t y n . .  .C C Q
1 3 ny1  . 1 3 n . 1  .ª H P , I t y 2 ª H P , I t ª H Q, O t y 2n , t y n , . .  .C C Q
1  ..where H Q, O t y 2n, t y n s 0 since t G 2n.Q
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Now we work by induction on n. For n s 1, it is well known that
t q 30 3 ndim H P , I t s y 3t q 1 .  . .C  /3
and H 1 P3 , I t s 0. . .C
 . 1 3 ny1So, suppose n G 2. Since t y 2 G 2 n y 1 , we have H P , I t yC
..2 s 0 by induction hypothesis, hence
H 0 P3 , I n t s H 0 P3 , I ny1 t y 2 q H 0 Q, O t y 2n , t y n .  .  . .  .  .C C Q
2t q 1 ns y 3 t y 2 q 6 q 5 1 q ??? q n y 1 .  . .  . /  /3 2
q t y n q 1 t y 2n q 1 .  .
t q 3 n q 1 2s y 3t q 6 q 5 1 q ??? qn . .  . /  /3 2
We conclude this section with the following result, which gives, in case
n s 1, a sort of inverse with respect to Proposition 1.3.
 4PROPOSITION 1.6. Let I be as in Proposition 1.3, and let I / 0 . Thent
 . sI : I if and only if 3t -  m .t C t is1 i
 4  .Proof. By Proposition 1.3, it remains only to prove that 0 / I : It C t
implies 3t - s m . This follows from the fact that the inequality 3t Gis1 i
s  m allows one to find a surface in I made of planes each of themis1 i t
.  .passing through at most three of the P 's , hence not contained in I .i C t
Remark 1.7. Notice that it is not possible, instead, to do the same with
Proposition 1.1; in fact the condition t G m q m does not guarantee thati j
the line P P is not fixed for I .i j t
 .For instance, let Z s P , . . . , P ; 3, 3, 2, 2, 2, 2, 1 with P , . . . , P on C;1 7 1 7
we have that the only surface of degree 4 containing Z is given by the
union of the two quadric cones with vertices in P , P which contain C.1 2
Hence the lines P P and P P are fixed for I , even if 4 s t s m q m1 7 2 7 4 1 7
s m q m .2 7
On the other hand, the two numerical conditions t G m q m andi j
s . t G  m together are equivalent to the two geometric conditions seeis1 i
.Corollary 2.3 .
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2. THE ALGORITHM TO COMPUTE THE HILBERT
FUNCTION OF FAT POINTS ON A CUBIC CURVE
Let I, J be, respectively, the homogeneous ideals of the schemes Z, W
g P3 of fat points
Z s P , . . . , P ; m , . . . , m , W s P , . . . , P ; m , . . . , m , m q 1 , .  .1 s 1 s 1 s 1 sy1 s
where, from now on, P , . . . , P are on rational normal cubic C, and1 s
m G m G ??? G m G 0.1 2 s
 .We want to give a method that can compute dim J for every t G 0t
from the data t, m , . . . , m , and dim I . The result will not depend on the1 s t
positions of the points on C.
This will answer our question, since one will be able to compute dim Jt
working by recursion on s and m . The algorithm will be given for s G 2,s
 .since the case s s 1 is quite trivial. In fact for s s 1 we have Z s P, m ,
 .W s P, m q 1 , and so we get that t G m implies
m q 3 m q 2 m q 2dim IrJ s dim I y dim J s y s ; . t t t  /  /  /3 3 2
 .while when t - m, trivially dim IrJ s 0.t
Hence, in the sequel, we will always suppose s G 2.
 . 2We will determine dim IrJ via a scheme of fat points N ; P .t
 .DEFINITION 2.1. Let Z s P , . . . , P ; m , . . . , m be a scheme of fat1 s 1 s
points in P3 with support on a rational normal curve C and let I be the
corresponding homogeneous ideal. We say that N s Q, Q , . . . ,1
. 2Q ; n, n , . . . , n : P ( P is the t-projection of Z from P , if thesy1 1 sy1 s
points Q , . . . , Q are the projection from P of P , . . . , P on a plane1 sy1 s 1 sy1
P not containing P , while Q is the projection of P itself along thes s
tangent line to C at P and the numbers n, n , . . . , n are defined ass 1 sy1
q
n s m q m y t , .i i s
<n s min m q 1, sup n g N P n holds for I . 4 4 .s t
 .  4We can always suppose P s 0 : 0 : 0 : 1 , and P to be x s 0 .s 3
Of course the points Q, Q , . . . , Q lie on the conic G which is the1 sy1
 w x.projection of C from P , so the Hilbert function of N is known see 2 .s
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Our result is:
THEOREM 2.2. Let I, J be respecti¨ ely the homogeneous ideals of the
schemes of fat points
Zs P , . . . , P ; m , . . . , m , Ws P , . . . , P ; m , . . . , m , m q 1 , .  .1 s 1 s 1 s 1 sy1 s
where the P 's are distinct points of P3 lying on a rational normal cubic C,i
and m G m G ??? G m G 0, s G 2. We ha¨e, for e¨ery t G 0, that1 2 s
 . w xdim IrJ equals the dimension, in degree m , of the ideal I : k x , x , xt s N 0 1 2
of the t-projection N of Z from P , i.e.,s
dim IrJ s dim I . .  . mt N s
Note that L s line P P and C are fixed multiple curves for thei i s
surfaces in the linear system I with multiplicities at least n , n, respec-t i
 .tively see Propositions 1.1 and 1.3 . The theorem shows their role in
determining the Hilbert function of W; in particular, when n s n s 0,i
m q 2s .i.e., when N s B, the difference between dim I and dim J is st t 2
m q 3 m q 2s s .  .y , i.e., it is what it ``should be,'' in the sense that passing to3 3
m q 2s .multiplicity m q 1 on P imposes exactly new independent condi-s s 2
tions on surfaces of degree t.
Thus, we have:
COROLLARY 2.3. For any ideal I as in Theorem 2.2, if m ) 0, then thes
following are equi¨ alent:
 . i I is regular, i.e., the fat points impose independent conditions ont
.surfaces of degree t ;
 .  4ii neither C nor, ; i g 1, . . . , s , any of the lines P P , j / i, is ai j
 .  m1 m iy1 m s.fixed locus for I : p s p l ??? l p l ??? l p ;i t 1 i s t
 . siii 3t G  m y 1 and t G m q m y 1.is1 i 1 2
 .  .  .Proof. By Bezout's theorem, ii implies iii . Let us show now that iii
implies the regularity of I . Consider that one can get I starting fromt t
 m1.p , which is regular, and ``adding the multiplicities on the P 's one at a1 t i
time,'' i.e., considering the ideals associated to the schemes
P , . . . , P ; m , 0, . . . , 0 , P , . . . , P ; m , 1, 0, . . . , 0 , .  .1 s 1 1 s 1
P , . . . , P ; m , 2, . . . , 0 , .1 s 1
and so on. At any step we have that the t-projection of such schemes from
the ``last'' point is empty, so Theorem 2.2 tells us that adding one to the
multiplicity of the last point imposes independent conditions, and the
 w x .system remains regular. See also 3 .
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 .  .In order to prove that i implies ii , suppose that either C or a line P Pi j
 .is a fixed component for I : p for some i s 1, . . . , s. Then we will showi t
m q 2i . .  .that dim I : p rI - e s , hence that I cannot be regular.i t t2
 .If I were regular, let P s 0 : 0 : 0 : 1 ; then there would exist F , . . . , Ft i 1 e
 .  .m ig I : p such that, locally, they generate x, y, z modulo I , hencei t t
 .they are of type in affine coordinates
Ä m i Ä m iy1 Ä m iF s F q x ; F s F q x y ; ??? ; F s F q z ,1 1 2 2 e e
Ä 2 3 4where the F have degree G m q 1. Now, if C s x s t, y s t , z s ti i
 .is fixed for I : p , the above equations should become identities in t, buti t
m i m i Äthis is clearly impossible for the first one, since x s t while F hasi
degree G m q 1 in t.i
If the fixed component is a line P P , we work in the same way, e.g.,i j
 4assuming that the line is given by x s t, y s 0, z s 0 .
3. PRELIMINARY LEMMATA
 .The proof of Theorem 2.2 will be given showing first that dim IrJ Ft
 .  .dim I Lemma 3.1 . Then we will consider several particular cases,N m s
with which we will deal with Lemmata 3.2 to 3.5. This will leave us only
with cases in Remark 3.6.
Lemmata 3.7 to 3.10 describe geometric properties of the cases listed by
the remark, and they will be used in the next section for the proof of the
theorem.
From now on, we will always suppose that I, J, I are as in Theorem 2.2N
and s G 2.
 .  .LEMMA 3.1. For e¨ery t G 0, we ha¨e dim IrJ F dim I .t N m s
 .  . tym sProof. Let P s 0 : 0 : 0 : 1 . If F s F x , x , x x q Fs m 0 1 2 3 m q1s s
 . tym sy1  .x , x , x x q ??? qF x , x , x is a form of I , then it is easy to0 1 2 3 t 0 1 2 t
 4prove that F , i.e., a polynomial defining the tangent cone to F s 0 inm s
 .  .  . P , is a form of I . Since the map IrJ ª I which carries thes N m t N ms s
.class of F to F is injective, we have the conclusion.m s
 .LEMMA 3.2. If n s m q 1 or n G m q 1, then dim IrJ ss 1 s t
 .dim I s 0.N m s
 .Proof. Trivially dim I s 0, so, by Lemma 3.1, we are done.N m s
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 .  .LEMMA 3.3. If n s 0 and n s 0, then dim IrJ s dim I s1 t N m s
m q 2s ..2
w xProof. If m G m q 1, the result follows from 3, Proposition 5 . Forsy1 s
m s m it is easy to extend the above proposition to our case.sy1 s
LEMMA 3.4. Let n s 0, n ) 0 and one of the following cases occurs:1
 .a s s 2, and n F m .1 2
 .b s s 3 or 4, and n q n F m .1 2 s
 .  .Then dim IrJ s dim I .t N m s
 .  .Proof. Note that in both cases dim I is known since I isN m N ms s
 w x.regular e.g., see 2 .
 . w x w xIn case a suppose P s 0 : 0 : 1 : 1 and P s 0 : 0 : 0 : 1 , so I :1 2 t
 .n1x, y .
 .  .We have to show that dim IrJ G dim I , since we have seent N m s
 .Lemma 3.1 that the opposite inclusion always holds.
 .Let us consider the monomials in affine coordinates :
x m2 , x m2y1 y , x m2y2 y2 , . . . , y m2 ;
m y1 m y2 m y12 2 2zx , zx y , . . . , zy ;
???
m yn n m yn n y1 m yn n y1 m yn n2 1 1 2 1 1 2 1 1 2 1 1z x , z x y , . . . , z xy , z y .
All these monomials have multiplicity m at P , and at least n at P .2 2 1 1
 . tym2Since t y m s m y n , multiplying the above monomials by z y 12 1 1
we get linearly independent polynomials of degree t with multiplicity at
least m at P and exactly m at P where they have independent initial1 1 2 2
.forms , hence
dim IrJ G m q 1 q m q m y 1 q ??? q n q 1 .  .  .  .t 2 2 2 1
m q 2 n q 12 1s y s dim I . . mN 2 /  /2 2
 .So we are done in case a .
 . w x w xIn case b , for s s 3, let P s 0 : 0 : 1 : 1 , P s 1 : 0 : 0 : 1 , and P s1 2 3
w x0 : 0 : 0 : 1 .
If n s 0, we consider the same monomial as that above, but with m2 3
 . tym3  .instead of m ; multiplying them by x y z y 1 we get dim IrJ s2 t
 .dim I , as we did above.N m s
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If n ) 0, we consider instead the monomials2
x m3yn 2 y n2 , . . . , xy m3y1 , y m3 ;
m yn n y1 m y13 2 2 3zx y , . . . , zy ;
???
n m yn 0 n m yn2 3 2 2 3 2z x y , . . . , z y ;
n q1 m yn y1 n q1 m yn y12 3 2 2 3 2z x , . . . , z y ;
???
m yn n m yn n3 1 1 3 1 1z x , . . . , z y .
With the same kind of reasoning as that above, we get
dim IrJ . t
m y n q 1 q n q 1 m y n y n q 1 .  .3 2 1 3 2 1G m y n q 1 n q .3 2 2 2
m q 2 n q 1 n q 13 2 1s y y s dim I . . mN 3 /  /  /2 2 2
w xThe case s s 4 is completely analogous by taking P s 0 : 0 : 1 : 1 , P s1 2
w x w x w x1 : 0 : 0 : 1 , P s 0 : 1 : 0 : 1 , and P s 0 : 0 : 0 : 1 , so we leave it to the3 4
reader.
LEMMA 3.5. Let n F 1, n F 1, s G 3, m s m s ??? s m s 1; then1 1 2 s
 .  .dim IrJ s dim I .t N m s
 .Proof. If 3t - s, we have n s 1 and P 2 does not hold for I . Itt
 .follows that 3t y 5 G 0, so t G 2, s G 7, N s Q; 1 . Hence dim I s 3,t
 .dim J s 1, dim I s 2 and we are done.t N 1
 .Let 3t G s, so n s 0. For t s 1 we have s s 3, N s Q , Q ; 1, 1 so1 2
 .dim I s 1, dim J s 0, and dim I s 1. For t ) 1, we have n s 0, and1 1 N 1 1
the conclusion follows by Lemma 3.3.
In the following remark we list the cases not covered by the previous
 .lemmata notice that for 2 F s F 5 we only have n s 0 or n s m q 1 :s
Remark 3.6. In order to complete the proof of Theorem 2.2 the
following cases remain to be considered, where we always have s G 3,
 .m G 2, n F m , n F m , n q n ) 0 hence t G m and m ) 0 :1 s 1 s 1 1 s
 .1 n q n G m q 1;1 2 s
 .2 s G 6, n q n G m q 1, m ) m ;1 s 1 s
 .3 s G 6, n q n G m q 1, m s m ) 1;1 s 1 s
 .4 s G 5, m G n q n , m G n q n .s 1 s 1 2
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 .LEMMA 3.7. In case 1 we ha¨e:
 .  .a the line Q Q is a fixed component for I ;1 2 N m s
 .b the plane P P P is a fixed component for I , J .1 2 s t t
 .  .Proof. Point a is obvious. For b , since n G 1, notice that the2
surfaces of I contain the line P P with multiplicity m q m y t, the linet 1 2 1 2
P P with multiplicity m q m y t s n , and the line P P with multiplic-1 s 1 s 1 2 s
ity m q m y t s n , hence the degree of intersection of the plane2 s 2
P P P with those surfaces is m q m y t q n q n s n q n y 2m1 2 s 1 2 1 2 1 2 s
 .q 2 t y t q n q n s 2 n q n y m q t G t q 2 so, by Bezout, the1 2 1 2 s
plane has to be a fixed component.
 .  .LEMMA 3.8. In cases 2 and 3 we ha¨e:
 .  .a the line Q Q is a fixed component for I ;1 N m s
 .b the quadric cone on G with ¨ertex in P is a fixed component for1
I , J .t t
 .  .Proof. As before, a is trivial, while b follows by Bezout, considering
the fact that the surfaces in I contain the curve C with multiplicity att
least n and the lines P P , i s 2, . . . , s, with multiplicity at least m q m1 i 1 i
 .y t. Since n G 1, and P n holds for I , one gets that their multiplicity of1 t
 . s  .intersection with the cone is G 3n q s y 2 m q  m y s y 1 t )1 is1 i
 .  .  .  .  . 3n q s y 2 m q s y 5 n y 1 q 3t y s y 1 t s s y 2 n q m y1 1
.  . .t y 1 q 2 t q 3 s s y 2 n q n y m y 1 q 2 t q 3 G 2 t q 3.1 s
 .LEMMA 3.9. In case 3 we ha¨e:
 .  .a the conic G is a fixed component for I ;N m s
 .b the quadric cone on G with ¨ertex in P is a fixed component fors
I , J .t t
Proof. Since m s m , all the cones on G with vertex in a P are fixed1 s i
 .for I , by the previous lemma, so b is done.t
 .To show a we will check, if m s ??? s m s m, that1 s
s y 1 n q n y 1 y 2m G 0. 1 .  .1
 .  .Since n G 1 and P n holds for I , we have s y 5 n - sm y 3t q s y1 t
 .  . .5 s sm y 3 2m y n q s y 5 F s y 5 n q n y 1 q 3n q s y 5 y1 1 1
 .  .m s s y 5 n q s y 2 n y m; thus,1
m - s y 2 n . 2 .  .1
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 .On the other hand, since P n q 1 does not hold for I , we havet
s y 5 n G sm y 3t s sm y 3 2m y n . 3 .  .  .1
 .  .  . .To prove 1 , let us multiply it by s y 5 . We get s y 5 s y 1 n q n y1
. by 3..  .  2 . 1 y 2m G sm y 3 2m y n q s y 6 s q 5 n y s q 5 y 2m s y1 1
.  . . . by 2..  . .5 s s y 4 s y 2 n y m y 1 q 1 G s y 4 m q 1 y m y 1 q1
1 s 1.
 . sy1LEMMA 3.10. In case 4 we ha¨e 2m G  n q n.s is1 i
 . sy1Proof. For s s 5, we have n s 0 and 2m G 2 n q n G  n .s 1 2 is1 i
Let s G 6. If n s 0 the result is obvious since 2m G n q n q n q n4 s 1 1 2
G n q n q n q n .1 2 3
Now let n ) 0. The case n s 0 is not possible; in fact since t s m q4 1
m y n s m q m y n s m q m y n and s G 6, we get 3t s 3m qs 1 2 s 2 3 s 3 s
m q m q m y n y n y n - s m .1 2 3 1 2 3 is1 i
 < 4 So, n ) 0, n ) 0. Let r s max i n ) 0 , 4 F r F s y 1; then since4 i
.t s m q m y n s ??? s m q m y n , we have1 s 1 r s r
r r
rt s m q rm y n . 4 . i s i
is1 is1
 . sSince P n q 1 does not hold for I , we know that 3t y  m qt is1 i
 .  . s r  .s y 5 n G 0, so s y 5 n G  m y 3t G  m q s y r m yis1 i is1 i s
by 4 . r  .  .3 t s rt y rm q  n q s y r m y 3 t s r y 3s is 1 i s
 .  . r  .m q m y n q s y 2 r m q  n G r y 3 2 m y1 s 1 s is 1 i s
 .  . r  . r y 3 n q s y 2 r m q  n s s y 6 m y r y1 s is 1 i s
. r  .  . r3 n q  n G s y 6 m y s y 4 n q  n G1 is 1 i s 1 is 1 i
 . .  . rs y 4 n q n y s y 4 n q  n y 2m .1 1 is1 i s
rFrom this we have yn G  n y 2m , hence the conclusion.is1 i s
4. PROOF OF THEOREM 2.2
The proof of the theorem works by induction on s m . The first stepsis1 i
of the induction are covered by Lemmata 3.2 to 3.5 in Section 3; notice
 .that also the trivial case m s 0; i.e., Z empty, is covered by Lemma 3.3 .1
Now let us consider the cases left open in Remark 3.6.
 .Case 1 . Since n G 1, we may consider the following subscheme of N:2
N9 s Q, Q , . . . , Q ; n , n y 1, n y 1, n , . . . , n . .1 sy1 1 2 3 sy1
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 .By Lemma 3.7, I has the line Q Q as a fixed component; hence weN t 1 2
have that
dim I s dim I . .  .m m y1N N 9s s
 .For a similar reason the plane P P P is a fixed component , we have1 2 s
also
I I9
dim s dim , /  /J J9t ty1
where I9, J9 are the ideals associated respectively to the schemes
Z9 s P , . . . , P ; m y 1, m y 1, m , . . . , m , m y 1 , .1 s 1 2 3 sy1 s
W9 s P , . . . , P ; m y 1, m y 1, m , . . . , m , m . .1 s 1 2 3 sy1 s
 .Thus we are done, since it is quite easy to check that N9 is the t y 1 -
projection from P of the scheme associated to I9 and so, by inductions
hypothesis, we have
I9
dim s dim I . . m y1N 9 s /J9 ty1
 .Case 2 . Note that n ) 0, n ) 0. In this case we proceed as above,1
but the fixed components we ``take away'' are the quadric cone L on G
 .with vertex in P and the line Q Q which are fixed for I , J and I1 1 t t N m s
 .respectively by Lemma 3.8 .
So, let I9, J9 be the ideal associated to the schemes
Z9 s P , . . . , P ; m y 2, m y 1, . . . , m y 1, m y 1 .1 s 1 2 sy1 s
s P , . . . , P ; mX , . . . , mX , .1 s 1 s
W9 s P , . . . , P ; m y 2, m y 1, . . . , m y 1, m .1 s 1 2 sy1 s
respectively, and let
N9 s Q, Q , . . . , Q ; n y 1, n y 1, n , . . . , n . .1 sy1 1 2 sy1
Then we have
I I9
dim s dim ; dim I s dim I . .  .m m y1N N 9s s /  /J J9t ty2
In order to conclude, by induction hypothesis, we have to show that N9
 .is the t y 2 -projection of Z9 from P , i.e., that the coefficients n, n ares 1
the right ones.
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 .  .  .In fact, m y 2 q m y 1 y t y 2 s n y 1; so, if we let n9 be the1 s 1
 .coefficient for Q in the t y 2 -projection of Z9, it only remains to check
that n y 1 s n9.
Since s mX s s m y s y 1, then for 1 F l F m y 1, weis1 i is1 i s
 . s  .q  .   ..have 3t q 5 1 y l y  m y l q 1 s 3 t y 2 q 5 1 y l y 1is1 i
Xs q  . .y m y l y 1 q 1 . It follows that n9 s n y 1.is1 i
 .Case 3 . Here m s ??? s m G 2. By Lemma 3.9, the conic G is a1 s
 .fixed component for I , and the quadric cone on G with vertex in P isN m ss
fixed for I , J ; so, let I9, J9 be the ideal associated to the schemest t
Z9 s P , . . . , P ; m y 1, m y 1, . . . , m y 1, m y 2 , .1 s 1 2 sy1 s
W9 s P , . . . , P ; m y 1, m y 1, . . . , m y 1, m y 1 , .1 s 1 2 sy1 s
respectively, and let
N9 s Q, Q , . . . , Q ; n y 1, n y 1, . . . , n y 1 . .1 sy1 1 sy1
 .  .  .  .We have dim IrJ s dim I9rJ9 , and dim I s dim I , sot ty2 N m N 9 m y2s s
 . if we show that N9 is the t y 2 -projection of Z9 we are done by
.induction .
The kind of computations that are required are similar to the ones
shown in the previous cases, so we leave them to the reader.
Note that in order to apply the inductive hypothesis to W9 and Z9 we
had to use Lemma 3.9, and not Lemma 3.8 which also applies to this
.case .
In order to deal with the remaining case, we will show the following
lemmata:
 4LEMMA 4.1. Let h s 0 be the plane P P P and let I9, J9 be the1 2 s
homogeneous ideals associated respecti¨ ely to the schemes
Z9 s P , . . . , P ; m y 1, m y 1, m , . . . , m , m y 1 , .1 s 1 2 3 sy1 s
W9 s P , . . . , P ; m y 1, m y 1, m , . . . , m , m . .1 s 1 2 3 sy1 s
 .Then the following sequence defined ¨ia the multiplication by h is exact:
I9 I I q h .
0 ª ª ª ª 0. /  /  /J9 J J q h .ty1 t t
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 .Proof. Consider the exact sequence defined by multiplication by h
I9 I IrJ
0 ª y1 ª ª .
J9 J Im I9rJ9 .
We have
I9 hI9 h l I h l I .  .
Im s s s
J9 hJ9 h l J h l J l I .  .
h l I q J h q J l J q I h q J l I .  .  .  . .  .  . .
s s s .
J J J
Hence
IrJ IrJ I
s s
Im I9rJ9 h q J l I rJ h q J l I .  .  . .  . .
I q h q J h q I .  . .
s s .
h q J h q J .  .
 .LEMMA 4.2. In case 4 of Remark 3.6, let
q q
N9 s Q, Q , . . . , Q ; n , n y 1 , n y 1 , n , . . . , n . .  . .1 sy1 1 2 3 sy1
 .  .Then I and I are regular.N m N 9 m y1s s
Proof. The conclusion follows by Lemma 3.10, applying a result by B.
 w x.Segre see 7, 2 , which says that the linear system of curves of degree d in
P2, with multiplicities a G ??? G a at points P , . . . , P lying on a1 s 1 s
non-singular conic, is regular if and only if
s ais1 i
d G max a q a y 1, .1 2 52
Now let J9, I9, h be as in Lemma 4.1, and N9 as in Lemma 4.2. Consider
the diagram
0 0 0
x x x
0 ª I9rJ9 ª IrJ ª I q h r J q h ª 0 .  .  .  . .  . .ty1 t t
x xf xc
0 ª I ª I ª K ª 0 .  .m y1 mN 9 Ns s
x x x
0 coker f coker c
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The first exact sequence comes from Lemma 4.1 and the second is defined
via multiplication by a linear form defining the line Q Q K being its1 2
.cokernel . The first vertical sequence is exact by induction hypothesis, and
 .the map f if we take P to be the origin comes from the map whichs
 4 associates to each F g I the tangent cone to F s 0 at P whoset s
 . .equation lies in I . We know, by Lemma 3.1, that f is injective, whileN m s
the map c is injective by the Snake's Lemma.
 .From Lemma 4.2 it follows notations as above :
 .COROLLARY 4.3. In case 4 of Remark 3.6 we ha¨e dim K s m q 1 ys
n y n .1 2
 .  .Proof. Since I and I are regular, we haveN m N 9 m y1s s
dim K s dim I y I .  .m m y1N N 9s s
sy1m q 2 n q 1 m q 1n q 1s i ss y y y  / /  /  /22 2 2is1
sy1 n q 1 n q 1iq y n y n q 1 2  / / 22is1
s m q 1 y n y n .s 1 2
 .   ..   ...Thus if we prove that, in case 4 , dim I q h r J q h G m q 1t s
y n y n , then the map c will be surjective, and we will be done f will1 2
.be surjective too, hence an isomorphism .
 .First we deal with a particular case of 4 , namely n s 0. We will prove1
 .LEMMA 4.4. Let s G 5, n F m , m ) 0, and n s 0 i.e., t F m q m .s s 1 1 s
Then
I q h .
dim G m q 1.s /J q h . t
Proof. We have to find m q 1 linearly independent forms in I suchs
  .. that their classes remain independent modulo J q h l I see proof of
.Lemma 4.1 .
Let G , G be the quadric forms defining the cones on G with vertices in1 2
P , P , respectively. Let m s ??? s m . Then it is easy to check that the1 2 1 s
forms G xG y H ty2 m s give what we want, when H is a plane not containing1 2
any of the P 's and x q y s m .i s
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 m1y2 m2y1If m s 1, m ) m , we consider a form S g p l p l ??? ls 1 s 1 2
m sy 1y1 .p which is not zero at P . In order to prove that such an S exists,sy1 ty2 s
 w x.the following lemma from 3, Lemma 4 will be useful:
r  .LEMMA 4.5. Let P , . . . , P , P g P be distinct points in general linear1 l
position and let Y s p m1 l ??? l p ml, with m G ??? G m G 0. If t g N1 l 1 l
is such that rt G l m and t G m , then we can find a form F g Yis1 i 1 t
a¨oiding P.
So, by this lemma, to check that S exists, it suffices to show that
 . s  .3 t y 2 G  m y s q 1 , t y 2 G m y 2, and t y 2 G m y 1. Theis1 i 1 2
 .first inequality is verified, since n F m s 1 and s G 5 imply that P 2s
does not hold for I , i.e., 3t y 5 G s m y s. The other two inequalitiest is1 i
hold because n s 0, hence t G m q m s m q 1.1 1 s 1
 m1y1 m2y2 .qIn the same way one can find a form S9 g p l p l ??? l1 2
m sy 1y1 .p which is not zero at P . We only notice that for m s 1, wesy1 ty2 s 2
 . shave to check that 3 t y 2 G  m y s s m y 1, and this follows fromis1 i 1
t G m q 1.1
Then the forms G S, and G S9 will give what we want.1 2
Now let m ) 1 and m ) m . We can work by induction on s m ,s 1 s is1 i
using the previous cases as initial steps.
If m ) m , consider the homogeneous ideals I*, J* associated to the1 2
schemes
Z* s P , . . . , P ; m y 2, m y 1, m y 1, . . . , m y 1 .1 s 1 2 3 s
s P , . . . , P ; mU , mU , . . . , mU , .1 s 1 2 s
W * s P , . . . , P ; m y 2, m y 1, . . . , m y 1, m .1 s 1 2 sy1 s
s P , . . . , P ; mU , mU , . . . , mU q 1 . .1 s 1 2 s
 .By induction we get that there exist forms F , . . . , F g I* q h such1 m s
  ..   ..that their classes in I* q h r J* q h are linearly independent. Let
us check that t y 2, I*, J* verify the hypotheses of the lemma; since
 . sP m q 1 does not hold for I , then 3t y 5m G  m y sm .s t s is1 i s
 .  . s s UIt follows that 3 t y 2 q 5 1 y m G  m y sm y 1 s  ms is1 i s is1 i
 . U Uq s y sm , so with obvious notation n* F m y 1 s m . Moreover n ss s s 1
0; in fact t y 2 G m q m y 2 G mU q mU , and mU G mU G ??? G mU )1 s 1 s 1 2 s
0, since m ) m G ??? G m ) 1.1 2 s
Hence we can consider the forms G F , . . . , G F which are indepen-1 1 1 m s
  ..dent modulo J q h l I, as required.
We have to find another form, so consider the number A s s m yis1 i
 .m y s y 1 m . When A G m , consider the quadric forms G , . . . , G1 s s 2 sy1
defining the cones on G with vertices in P , . . . , P , respectively, and let2 sy1
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F s Gm2ym sGm3ym s ??? , where we go on with the products until we get2 3
 . m s mX2 mXsy1 m sm factors i.e., deg F s 2m . Let F g p l p l ??? l p l p ;s s 1 2 sy1 s
 m1ym s m2ym X2then we can choose another form S g p l p l ??? l1 2
m sy 1ym
X
sy1. p , not passing through P this is possible by Lemma 4.5sy1 ty2 m ss
 . s .since t y 2m G m y m , and 3 t y 2m G  m y sm y m .s 1 s s is1 i s s
The forms FS, G F , . . . , G F are what we want.1 1 1 m s
When A - m we consider F s Gm2yA Gm3ym s ??? Gm sy 1ym s and S gs 2 3 sy1
m1ym s p not passing through P again, it exists since t y 2m G m y m1 s s 1 s
 . .and 3 t y 2m G m y m .s 1 s
FS, G F , . . . , G F are the forms that we want.1 1 1 m s
Finally, when m ) 1, m s m s ??? s m ) m , r - s, we proceeds 1 2 r rq1
as before, but starting with ideals I*, J* associated to the schemes
Z* s P , . . . , P ; m y 1, . . . , m y 1, m y 2, m y 1, . . . , m y 1 .1 s 1 ry1 r rq1 s
s P , . . . , P ; mU , . . . , mU , .1 s 1 s
W * s P , . . . , P ; m y 1, . . . , m y 1, m y 2, 1 s 1 ry1 r
m y 1, . . . , m y 1, m ,.rq1 sy1 s
U U U  4so that m G m G ??? G m ) 0, h* s 0 is the plane P P P again,1 2 s 1 2 s
and we use G instead of G .r 1
With the following proposition the proof of Theorem 2.2 will be com-
 .plete by Corollary 4.3 .
 .PROPOSITION 4.6. In case 4 of Remark 3.6 we ha¨e
I q h .
dim G m q 1 y n y n .s 1 2 /J q h . t
Hence the map c is surjecti¨ e.
Proof. If n s 0 the conclusion follows by Lemma 4.4.1
Assume n ) 0. Let us consider the form S s Gn1yn 2 ? Gn2 , where, as1 1 s
usual, G defines the cone on G with vertex in P .i i
The form S has degree 2n , and multiplicities 2n y n at P , n at1 1 2 1 1
P , . . . , P , and n q n at P . Now let2 sy1 1 2 s
I* s p m1y2 n1qn 2 l p m2yn 1 l ??? l p m sy 1yn 1 l p m syn 1yn 21 2 sy1 s
s p m
U
1 l ??? l p m
U
s
1 s
and
J* s p m1y2 n1qn 2 l p m2yn 1 l ??? l p m sy 1yn 1 l p m syn 1yn 2q1 .1 2 sy1 s
It is easy to check that mU G mU G ??? G mU G 0.1 2 s
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  ..   ...Since t G 2n and any base of I* q h r J* q h , when multi-1 ty2 n1
  ..   ...plied by S, gives independent elements in I q h r J q h , wety2 n1
have
I q h I* q h .  .
dim G dim . /  /J q h J* q h .  . ty2 nt 1
Hence we will be finished if we show that
I* q h .
dim G m y n y n q 1. 5 .s 1 2 /J* q h . ty2 n1
Let us consider first the case when m s n q n . In this situation wes 1 2
just have to find one form F in IU which is not zero at P .ty2 n s1
By Lemma 4.5 it suffices to check that:
 .  . s  .a 3 t y 2n G  m y s q 1 n ;1 is1 i 1
 .b t y 2n G m y 2n q n .1 1 1 2
 .Since n F m y n s n F n , then P n q 1 does not hold for I , i.e.,s 1 2 1 1 t
s  .3t y 5n G  m y sn , hence a holds.1 is1 i 1
 .From m s n q n we get t s m q m y n s m q n , which is b .s 1 2 1 s 1 1 2
Now let m ) n q n . If we can apply Lemma 4.4 to I*, J*, h, t y 2n ,s 1 2 1
 .we get exactly the inequality 5 and we will be done. Thus let us check
that the hypotheses of Lemma 4.4 are satisfied.
We have m* s m y n y n ) 0, so the number of non-zero exponentss 1 2
in I* is exactly s G 5.
 . U UWe also have t y 2n s m q m y n y 2n s m q m .1 1 s 1 1 1 s
 .Finally, since n F m , we have that P n q 1 does not hold for I , i.e.,s t
s  .  .3t y 5n G  m y sn. This implies that 3 t y 2n y 5 n y n Gis1 i 1 1
s U  .  . m y s n y n . Hence, for n G n , we get with obvious notationis1 i 1 1
n* F n y n F m y n y n F m y n y n s mU. For n - n , since s1 s 1 1 s 1 2 s 1
G 5, we have n* s 0 F mU.s
Thus in both cases we get n* F mU , so all the hypotheses of Lemma 4.4s
are satisfied, and the proof is complete.
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